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Why?

- better, richer representations (features)
- decomposition, modularity
- temporally abstract planning, long horizons
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Neural networks as function approximators
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Why?
• because the environment admits tons of forecasts
• any of them could be useful for the task

How?
• efficiency
• exploit shared structure in value space
• generalize to similar subgoals
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\[ Q(s,a;g) \]

\[ \phi(s,a) \] \[ \psi(g) \]
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- regression from state/subgoal features to target embeddings

(optional Stage 3): end-to-end fine-tuning
FLE vs end-to-end regression

- between 10x and 100x faster
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Refining UVFA is much faster than learning from scratch
Results: Pacman pellet subgoals
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Summary

• **UVFA**
  • compactly represent values
  • for many subgoals
  • generalization
  • transfer learning

• **FLE**
  • a trick for efficiently training UVFAs in 2 stages
  • side-effect: interesting embedding spaces
  • scales to complex domains (Pacman from raw vision)
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